TopDek™ Post-Top
Luminaire for Parking Garages, Surface Lots and Area Lighting

TopDek Post-Top (TPDPT) Series
- Lumen output ranging from 6,500-34,000 lm
- 100W, 160W, 216W, 300W and 408W
- 4000K, 5000K and 5700K
- Type II, III, IV, V-Narrow Round, and V-Wide Square distributions
- Textured acrylic or polycarbonate tertiary lens; flat lens for full cutoff or drop lens for unprecedented glare control
- Die-cast, marine-grade aluminum housing
- Internal house-side shield for lower wind loading and better aesthetics
- Easy access to driver boards through top of housing
- IP65 rating per IEC 60598
- 10-year limited product warranty

Additional Product Details

**Optional Sensor**
TopDek Post-Top offers an integrated control system which is removed from the heat source, sensing motion and daylight at the individual luminaire level.

**Dual Optic System**
TopDek Post-Top’s 90° field-rotatable, dual optic system offers enhanced flexibility in light distribution.

**Thermal Management**
Thermal management path conducts heat away from the LED system through the top of the housing.

**Full-Cutoff Distribution**
Textured acrylic or polycarbonate tertiary flat lens for full-cutoff applications; emitting no uplight while also minimizing glare and high angle light.